
February   2021   -   Block   of   the   Month   
“Personal   Slice   of   Heaven”   

National   Pizza   Day   will   be   held   on   February   9th,   so   celebrate   your   way!   
  

  

Cut   12   ½”    or   14   ½”   background   fabric.   -   personal   choice!   
Cut   10   ½”   square   of   brown/tan   
Cut   8   ½”   square   of   yellow/gold   
Collect   trimmings   for   toppings.     

Prep   your   dough!!!   
Using   the   10”   arch   template,   cut   as   follows:   
  

Fold   the   brown   square   in   half,   and   then   half   again.   
Line   the   10”   arch   piece   from   corner   to   corner   and   cut   on   both   sides   of   
the   template,   with   an   additional   ½”   allowance   on   the   outside   
template...unless   you   are   a   thin   crust   pizza   person!    It   should   create   a   
2   1/2”   circle,   with   no   center.     
  

Time   for   the   cheese!!   
Fold   the   yellow   square   in   half,   and   then   half   again.   
Line   the   8”   arch   piece   from   corner   to   corner   and   cut   along   the   outside   
edge   of   the   template   only.    It   should   create   a   full   8”   circle.   

  

  

  

Sew   the   cheese   to   the   dough!!     This   is   the   tricky   circle   part!     
*If   you   chose   to   use   the   9”   red   arch,   sew   the   cheese   to   the   
sauce(yellow   to   red),   then   the   sauce   to   the   dough!   (red   to   brown)   
  

Iron   flat!   
The   Sauce….yummy!   
Use   rick-a-rack,   ribbon   or   piping   on   the   seam   connecting   the   cheese   
and   dough,   after   piecing.     

Select   your   slice!!     Take   your   ruler   and   find   the   center   of   the   pizza.   
From   this   spot,   cut   out   a   ‘slice’   from   your   pizza.   
  

Prep   the   dish   to   serve!    Attach   the   ‘remaining’   pizza   to   the   
background   piece.   
  

Attach   your   cut   slice   about   ½”   to   1”   from   the   empty   space.    This   will   
get   it   that   take-away   feel.   
  

Now,   go   back   and   add   your   favorite   toppings   to   the   entire   pizza   and   
slice.   
  

  

Serve   the   final   quilt   to   your   favorite   teenage   boy!   
  

*** Serving   Option:   You   can   use   a   one   inch   wide,   11”   diameter   arch   template   of   silver   to   attach   to   the   crust   to  
make   a   pan   to   cook/serve   it   on!     


